Bubble Painting

For this project you will need:

- food coloring (gel or liquid, both will work)
- bubble solution*
- straws
- small cups or containers
- paper (thicker is better)
- towel or paper towel (optional)

1. Pour a small amount of bubble solution into each cup.
2. Add a few drops of food coloring to each cup. The number of drops depends on your color preference, and you can combine colors to create new colors (like blue and yellow to make green or blue and red to make purple).
3. Use a different straw in each cup to stir the food coloring into the bubble solution.
4. Set out your paper canvas. You might want to place a towel or paper towel underneath your paper to keep any wetness off your artmaking surface.
5. Dip the end of the straw that you stirred with into the colorful bubble solution. Take the straw out of the solution and place the bubble end close to your paper.
6. Using the opposite end of the straw, blow out through the straw and onto the paper. Now you are bubble painting!
7. If bubbles form on your paper, pop them – it’s fun and creates a cool pattern.
8. Get creative – mix colors and experiment with bubble size. You can use bubble wands as well if you have them at home.
9. When you are satisfied with your piece of art, let it dry.

*Don’t have bubble solution? No worries! Mix 2 cups warm water, 1/3 cup dish soap, and 1/4 cup corn syrup to make your own.